Libertys’ Ladies
By Bill Lee

There are literally millions of untold stories from
World War Two still waiting to be discovered; adventures
that should be recorded before that fast-fading group –
now popularly called The Greatest Generation – is no longer
able to share their stories with us; tales that are a rich
and inseparable part of American history.
This is one of those stories…
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The story of Libertys’ Ladies has several delightfully intertwined aspects. It is about
the relatively few American women for whom Liberty ships were named. It is also
about the decidedly unusual mix of ladies chosen to christen these vessels during
World War Two. But it is mostly about the thousands of feminine craftspersons who
toiled at every job imaginable during these famous vessels’ construction... working
mothers, daughters, sisters and servicemen’s girl friends… who also often
participated in launching ceremonies in a variety of very imaginative ways.
Between 1941 and 1945, over 2,700 Liberty ships were
constructed in this country. The Charlotte, NC-based
general construction firm of JA Jones constructed a
shipyard in Panama City, Florida and then built sea-going
vessels there; something they had never even tried to do
previously. The Jones organization was also asked by the
government to take over operations at a similar yard in
Brunswick, Georgia. In the amazingly short period of time
of thirty months, at these two locations, Jones built a combined total of 187 Libertyclass vessels. Each of these ocean-going, general cargo ships measured 441 feet in
length, displaced 10,500 tons and cost an average of $2 million (in 1945 dollars).
Through the application of innovate mass production methods never before seen in
American shipbuilding, the time required to build these vessels was reduced from
110 days (when conventional shipbuilding methods were first applied) to less than
35 days each. In December of 1944, the Brunswick yard delivered seven Libertys –
an unparalleled feat for a shipyard with only six shipways. National attention and
accolades were directed to the thousands of dedicated men and women of Brunswick
who worked Christmas Day that year…and then donated their holiday pay to the
war effort. No wonder they are called – and are - The Greatest Generation...
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LIBERTYS’ SHIPBUILDING LADIES
Thousands of workers toiled in shifts, around the clock, seven days a week.
Employment at Panama City peaked at eighteen thousand; at Brunswick, sixteen
thousand, of which more than two thousand were women. A similar ratio no doubt
existed at Jones’ Florida shipbuilding operation, but remaining company records
from that era are largely those saved by some diligent, but unknown Brunswick
employee. Accordingly, this chronicle relies heavily on those records and several
albums of photographs and newspaper clippings there were sent to Charlotte when
the Brunswick operation was shut down at the end of the war.
Able to find and hire only a very few
seasoned shipbuilders, Jones had to
rely
on
its
own
construction
management; augmented by local
hires. Recruited from small towns and
farms, thousands of novices were
quickly trained in waterfront technical
schools and then put to work in shops,
in open sub-assembly areas – called
platens – and on the slopes of adjacent
inclined shipways.
One such employee, Majorie Wilder, recalled decades later: “After welding school,
the first production job they gave me was shaped like a big hollow stump. That’s what
the anchor chain passed through. It took eight yards of triple welding to put it
together.”
The demands of World War Two
created the widespread acceptance of
women into actual ship construction
for the first time. Experienced shipyard
workers quickly got over the notion
that ‘women-folks’ in coveralls would
‘just putter about’ as these women
became skilled at what previously had
been male monopolized trades. Women
left their domestic, teaching, shopkeeping and clerical jobs to participate
as welders, burners, riggers, shipfitters,
machinists, inspectors and toolroom
attendants.
No doubt, many of those who shared Lenore Del Lalle’s experience could relate to a
recollection of hers: “I didn’t know anything about building ships. I tried to tell them
that, but they hired me anyway.”
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Not only were these ’lady shipbuilder’ jobs totally without glamour, their
assignments called for long hours of demanding physical effort, largely out-of-doors
in the heat of summer, or the cold of winter, and the ever-present humidity of
southern coastlines. Often, their tasks were hampered by the presence of millions of
black knats, the only previous occupants of the marshes the shipyards displaced.
But the ladies proudly persevered. Said Carobeth Highsmith: “It was an amazing
feeling because we would start out with a bunch of flat metal, and we came out with a
Liberty ship. We were always so proud when they christened one of our ships.”
In 1940, the total population of Brunswick, Georgia and the surrounding area was
5,000. By 1945 it had multiplied five-fold. In spite of an aggressive housing
development program, living accommodations were at a premium. Private homes
with rooms made vacant by the military draft were opened to strangers doing their
part for the war effort. Boarding houses offered rooms and hearty meals, and
sometimes individual beds had to be utilized by workers on different shifts.

These measures were augmented by government-subsidized housing projects that
were little more than barracks. Look-alike dwellings had two bedrooms, one bath,
and the fuels for cooking and heating purposes were either wood or coal. Handwashed clothes hung outside to dry – or to freeze – and often to acquire new layers
of soot.
Some workers drove from nearby towns in car pools; sharing gas rationing stamps.
Gas cost 15 cents a gallon – when it was available. Others rode on a fleet of buses, or
traveled shorter distances on bicycles in all kinds of weather. Most simply walked to
and from their crowded and often substandard lodgings; located within earshot of
the constant din of around-the-clock shipbuilding.
Their earnings were rapidly depleted by the relatively high cost of goods and
services – when available – which required ration stamps earmarked for food or
other essentials. They also participated in repeated War Bond sales campaigns and
many sent money home to help provide for those left behind; often small children
placed in the care of grandparents. Some married couples worked dissimilar shifts
so that they could better care for their offspring and also share daily chores.
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They stood in lines for movies, to buy groceries and to buy ice in the summer. They
were subjected to air raid drills, and rigorous blackout requirements. And there
seemed to be barbed wire everywhere!
For about two hours each morning and
afternoon, the street leading to the
yard’s main gate was filled with
thousands of workers going to or coming
from their assigned shifts. One native of
Brunswick remembers how difficult it
was to just cross the street at such times:
“That moving mass of humanity was just
like a wave coming in, then receding.”
Their social life was largely provided by
nearby churches and local civic
organizations – and, to no small extent,
by the company. A shipyard band and a
chorus were organized under the
leadership of a ‘shipbuilder’ with the
unlikely shipbuilding title of Music
Director. Worker-artists performed at
launchings, other company functions
and in the community as the Brunswick
Little Symphony Orchestra.
The Jones’ shipbuilding operations became almost self-sufficient communities. In
addition to constructing shipbuilding facilities and building ships, the company also
constructed housing, cafeterias and recreational facilities, and provided laundries,
libraries and stores for its workers. Numerous athletic teams, male and female, were
created. Encouraged by the shipyard’s management, they held spirited contests on
an inter-departmental basis and competed with local baseball and basketball teams,
as well as with service teams from nearby military bases. Red Cross blood and War
Bond drives were common events within the fenced confines of their workplace.
The training of novice shipbuilders required extensive efforts that included a large
scale, cutaway model of a Liberty ship’s structure, built in the same sections which
the trainees would later create full-size as multi-ton subassemblies. At the war’s end,
this training tool was
donated to the City of
Brunswick
and
was
displayed out-of-doors for
twenty years until it
became badly rusted and
had to be scrapped.
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The Jones organization went so far as to deliver milk to the families of Panama City
shipbuilders and even supplied them with furniture – on credit. Both shipyards had
their own publications, frequently reporting on matters of national, local and
company interest. But most of all, these periodicals encouraged the workers to make
further record achievements. At the Panama City facility, named the Wainwright
Shipyard in honor of General Jonathan M. Wainwright, the hero of Bataan, the
yard’s publication was called The Wainwright Liberator.

At the Georgia facility, a companion publication was entitled The Brunswick
Mariner. Both publications had regular columns, such as “Fab Shop Happenings,”
“Us Shipwrights,” and “Machine Shop Notes.” Personal and playful tidbits
appeared in the Georgia publication under the heading “Brunswick Stew”.
JA Jones sponsored dances and parties several times a year for their workers in the
Brunswick Shipyard’s cafeteria. At the end of many a Friday day shift, lady
shipbuilders would trade their coveralls for full-length ball gowns, and thus
transformed into volunteer USO hostesses, go by bus to nearby Camp Stewart to
dance with soldiers. It’s hard to say whose morale was boosted the most by those
activities.
Most feminine fabricators had further incentive to help win the war, and to win it
quickly; a husband, a brother or even a son serving overseas. More than one
endured the added torment of knowing that a loved one was missing in action, or
had been taken prisoner by the enemy, or worse...
Perhaps the most memorable event for Brunswick shipbuilders came in late 1944,
when more than two thousand of them volunteered to work Christmas Day. The
Maritime Commission had called upon all of the six-way shipyards to launch and
deliver six Libertys in December. The Battle of the Bulge was raging in Europe, and
the workers at the Brunswick yard were determined to do that – and more. They
wanted to break all records and deliver not just six, but seven ships. Unheard of for
a six-way shipyard. To do so, working Christmas was necessary.
Three of the volunteers were a trio of sisters named Surrency who lived forty miles
northwest of Brunswick in Jesup, Georgia. They rode a bus, often seven days a
week, to work in the shipyard along with their Father, a labor foreman there.
Nanelle Surrency worked a sixteen- hour shift on December 25, 1944, after walking
past a fresh-cut Christmas tree at the front gate. During breaks over crackers and
Coke, she led co-workers in singing somber Christmas hymns.
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In an interview conducted over six decades later she recalled: “We were Santa Claus.
They made those Christmas Day checks separate from our other checks and we just
signed them over and put them back in the till.” Her sisters added to her memories:
“We were focused on building ships, not Christmas. It made you feel like you had
almost given your heart or your life for the country. We all just hugged each other. It
was a celebration.”
A celebration, indeed. Their total
wages that holiday were $16,080. Jones
matched their workers’ gift, and sent
over $32,000 to the U.S. Treasury.
Seven Liberty ships were launched
during that month at Brunswick. The
delivery of the last of seven completed
Libertys took place on December 31,
1944…thanks
to
Nanelle,
her
sisters…and their patriotic co-workers.
When the conflict was over, the yards
closed down as quickly as they were
opened, and Libertys’ Shipbuilding
Ladies returned to their homes and more traditional ways of life. For many,
participation in the war effort would be remembered years later as their finest hour.

LIBERTYS’ NAMESAKE LADIES
Liberty ships were usually named to honor famous Americans that were long
deceased. The first Liberty was appropriately named SS Patrick Henry. But with
over 2,700 names needed nationwide, the majority of names that were bestowed on
these vessels often defy contemporary recognition.
While most Libertys were named for men, a number of
them honored famous American women. Since a ship is most
often referred to as ‘she’ by mariners and shipbuilders, it
certainly made reference to such ships less awkward then
when using feminine pronouns in somewhat conflicting and
confusing association with names like Patrick Henry. Ten of
the Jones-built Libertys had female namesakes. The most
recognizable name in that group is Dolly Madison, wife of
the nation’s fourth president and folklore heroine.
Others in that elite group were American women notably successful in the arts,
social reform causes and business in the late 1800s. One Jones-built Liberty ship’s
namesake was Laura Bridgman. She reportedly was the first blind and deaf person
in America to become well educated. She lived in the early 19th century, and was
later referred to by scholars as ‘the original Helen Keller’.
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Rebecca Lukens created one of the nation’s largest steel
making firms, Lukens Steel, in the very early part of the
19th century. The name of this rare combination of feminine
industrialist and astute businesswoman was chosen to grace
one the Libertys built by JA Jones. Hundreds of ships,
including many of the Libertys, were built from steel
manufactured by the company she created.
But the most interesting and the most appropriate feminine
name applied was that of an otherwise unknown seafaring
lady. The 90th vessel launched at the Wainwright Shipyard
in Panama City was christened SS Mary Cullom Kimbro. Ms Kimbro was a
stewardess on board the SS City of Birmingham, a passenger & cargo vessel that was
torpedoed by a U-boat near Cape Hatteras in June of 1942. The ship sank quickly,
and two passengers and seven crewmembers were lost at sea, including Ms Kimbro.
A large number of Liberty ships were also named in honor of other merchant
mariners lost in similar fashion during World War Two. One Brunswick-built
vessel – the SS William Cox – was christened by his widow; another, the SS Murray
M. Blum – by the deceased seaman’s mother.

LIBERTYS’ LAUNCHING LADIES
Jones helped pioneer the mass production of ocean-going vessels, yet the Company
didn’t turn its back on the time-honored traditions that accompany the introduction
of a sea-going vessel to its natural element for the first time. In spite of demanding
schedules, the management always found time to conduct proper christening
ceremonies as an integral part of sliding launchings.
Ceremonies were necessarily brief; after all, at each of the Jones’ shipyards a
Liberty ship was launched – on average – every two weeks! Some were attended by
a small launching party and workers who briefly put down their noisy pneumatic
tools. As one ex-worker noted: “After a while, launchings got to be pretty ordinary”.
Ordinary or not, the safe
transfer of several thousand
tons of steel from an inclined
shipway to the sea is always an
exacting assignment. When
properly preceded by speeches,
bands playing, flags waving and
the penultimate event in this
sequence, the dramatic act of
christening,
a
launching
becomes an exciting and
memorable occasion.
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Some launchings of Jones-built vessels drew national recognition and thousands of
attendees when the gates were thrown open to the public. Others were major
regional and employee-participation events. Shipbuilders temporarily transformed
into band and chorus members provided the music on such occasions.
Launchings were not without suspense
and drama…and the risk of a sailor’s
greatest fear…that his ship would not
be properly christened. On more than
one occasion a bottle of the traditional
champagne failed to break on the
sponsor’s first swing, despite careful
coaching to ‘swing strongly’.
When the daughter of the namesake of
the SS Henry W. Grady failed on her
first try, and as the vessel commenced
its unstoppable slide, the sponsor
swung again and successfully smashed
the bottle in what was described the
next day in newspaper accounts as ‘a
powerful, baseball-like swing’. Those
same accounts quoted the lady as
saying: “If that bottle hadn’t broken, I
would have followed the ship down to
the sea swinging”!
Another youthful sponsor, worried that she might not be up to the task, told
reporters after a successful christening that she had practiced beforehand, using the
side of her home to break several beer bottles supplied by her thoughtful teenage
brothers.
With so many Liberty ships to be named, the Maritime Commission apparently
gave wide latitude to the eighteen participating shipyards when it came time to
nominate sponsors. The JA Jones Construction Company wasted little time taking
advantage of this unusual opportunity. No less than ten Libertys were christened by
members of the immediate family of the man that both family members and
company employees affectionately called “Mister JA”.
In addition to family members, the wives of several of Jones’ shipbuilding executives
were also selected to participate in the naming of their creations. The wife of the
Brunswick yard’s general manager christened the second Liberty built there. The
wife of the yard’s fabricating shop superintendent did the honors at the first
nighttime launching held at Brunswick. On another occasion, the wife of the firm’s
eldest active employee was selected to become a ship sponsor.
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A number of sponsors were directly
related to the persons for whom
‘their’ ships were named. The social
event of Brunswick’s 1944-summer
season occurred when Doris Duke
Cromwell christened a vessel named
for her father, James B. Duke,
tobacco
magnate
and
Duke
University patron. Contemporary
newspaper articles concentrated on
the fact that she was ‘the richest girl
in the world’, rather than on the
more newsworthy aspects of the
occasion.
A much more poignant launching took place when Mrs. Araless Cox, widow of the
vessel’s namesake, William Cox, christened a Liberty ship. A niece served as cosponsor. William Cox was a mariner who lost his life in defense of his country.
Because he was a black Georgia native, the Jones’ organization thoughtfully turned
conduct of the entire ceremony over to what was then an often maligned and
severely segregated segment of southern society. Appropriately, this vessel was also
one of the record-breaking seven Libertys delivered in December of 1944.
One vessel was even launched near the
end of the ‘graveyard’ shift, treating
third shift workers to a sight they
seldom got to enjoy. The only weather
delays tolerated were high wind
conditions. No one wanted to chance
several thousand tons of sliding ship
being toppled sideways to disaster.
Importantly,
from
a
morale
standpoint, female employees also got
to participate. The fifth Liberty to slide
at Brunswick did so after being
christened by Mrs. Thelma Groce of
Baxley, Georgia. This honor was
accorded to her because she won a
yard-wide welding contest. Not only
did she score higher than any other
lady welders; she beat the men’s top
score as well. Her genuine patriotism
shined clearly when she exclaimed: “I
wouldn’t exchange my welding job on
Platen #4 for anything in the world!”
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The 33rd Georgia-built Liberty was
christened by ‘Miss Brunswick
Shipbuilder of 1944’, Miss Betty Dean.
She had not one, but four attendants,
all runners up in a contest that
attracted forty participants. The five
finalists were production workers who
cheerfully traded their coveralls for
frocks during the contest and again for
the launch-day ceremonies. In addition
to being proclaimed a ship sponsor, the
winner also received a $25 War Bond.
Her four attendants each received five
dollars’ worth of War Stamps.
Becoming involved in shipbuilding
activities was even extended into the
coastal Georgia scholastic community.
In the fall of 1943, the company
provided some unique prizes for Glynn
County’s scrap metal drive in the form
of a vessel’s sponsorship for the girls
and a ride on a ship’s sea trials for the
boys. On the 29th of January 1944, Miss
Lanelle Rimes, a sixteen-year-old
student from Glynn Academy, smartly
smashed a red, white and blue
beribboned bottle of champagne across
the forefoot of yet another Jones’ built
Liberty ship. Her two female
attendants, both twelve years old, were
runners-up in the contest.
Two sponsors were the wives of then-obscure officers in the Army Corps of
Engineers. Mrs. Nichols christened a vessel in March of 1944. Her husband, Colonel
Kenneth D. Nichols, was not in attendance. Identified in obviously heavily-censored
newspaper accounts as ‘a District Engineer who is now stationed in Knoxville,
Tennessee where he is connected with a big government job’, Nichols was actually
the second-in-command of the ultra-secret atomic bomb development effort codenamed the Manhattan Project. Other divisions of Jones were working directly for
him in a ‘secret city’ near Knoxville, and he apparently was too busy to attend the
event in which his wife was the star.
Later, on January 30, 1945, another army officer’s wife provided the honors for a
Jones-built Liberty, with her daughter as co-sponsor. Her husband, Major General
Leslie R. Groves, was the organizational genius behind the success of the Manhattan
Project, and he was in attendance at the Brunswick yard that day.
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Just ten days prior to that occasion,
production work had commenced at
the Jones-built K-25 Gaseous Diffusion
Facility in the ‘secret city’ now so well
known as Oak Ridge. It wasn’t until
September of that year that Jones’
shipbuilders learned the identity of the
general who had been there at that
January launching. One can only
imagine the guarded conversations that
must have taken place that day
between General Groves and knowing
Jones officials in attendance.

LIBERTYS’ FLOWERING LADIES
Perhaps the most heartwarming aspect of this story transpired when Jones gave
shipbuilding traditions another slight twist, and a gracious one at that; even by
southern standards. Not unlike a formal wedding, maritime launching protocol
dictates that someone ‘special’ serve as Flower Girl.
Who better than a production employee, the very worker-oriented Emil Kratt may
have mused. Perhaps he provided the answer to his own question, or perhaps it
came from Mrs. Kratt…
Regardless of origin, the end result is
that in almost every set of launching
party pictures there is a young lady
proudly presenting a bouquet of
flowers to the ship’s sponsor. The
sponsor, one or more co-sponsors and
other dignitaries were expectedly
dressed in their finest for the occasion.
But Jones’ unique version of a flower
girl is typically depicted in the
workaday clothing of a waterfront
production worker, long hair sensibly
tied up in a scarf, her only visible
jewelry a plain chain securing the
inevitable ID badge.
Newspaper accounts of that period dutifully identified this local ‘star of the show’
by name and occupation – right along with the other honored guests at each
launching event. One can well imagine that more than one yellowed newspaper
clipping remains amidst the tangible memories of those so honored.
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To their credit, most sponsors followed a
hallowed Georgia social tradition and
gave the flowers right back at the end of
the ceremonies. Somewhere, perhaps,
there still exists a scrapbook or two in
which the remains of a dried flower is
pressed as an additional reminder of a
brief, proud moment on a launching
platform over sixty years ago for a select
lady shipbuilder.

LIBERTYS’ LADIES’ LABOR LOST
Thanks to their efforts – shipbuilders and sponsors alike – those 187 Jones-built
Libertys has a major role in winning World War Two. But by late 1945, a triumphal
nation had little further use for the huge shipping surplus that they and their
hundreds of surviving sister ships represented.
Some were given outright
to American shipping
companies to replace war
losses. Others were sold to
friendly foreign nations at
rock-bottom prices at a
fraction of their cost – or
worth. Hundreds more
were placed in great ‘idle
fleets’ scattered around
the
nation’s
three
seacoasts. Occasionally, a
few were brought back to
life, like the sixteen Jonesbuilt Libertys that became
a vital part of the nation’s
early
warning
radar
network on picket lines far
out to sea in the 1950s. But even those, made obsolete by high-flying satellites, were
eventually taken out of service.
By the mid-1960s, it was apparent that these stockpiled vessels were terminally
obsolete and also deteriorating rapidly. Once considered irreplaceable assets, they
had become disposable liabilities. By the mid-1970s almost all of them had gone to
scrapyards. Ironically, one of the scrapyards that dismantled Libertys in that time
period was located on the former site of Jones’ Panama City building yard.
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By the beginning of the 21st century, only a very few Libertys remained, anywhere.
Two of them, neither Jones-built, continue to serve as floating museums that,
amazingly enough, still have the capability of getting up steam and getting
underway, which they both do several times a year on fund-raising, day trips.
Three of Jones’ sea-going creations are known to still remain. One is serving in
Europe as a floating fish processing factory, modified to such an extent that only the
most astute maritime expert could tell that she was once a proud Liberty ship. The
other two had their lives extended by the military for purposes far removed from
cargo ship service. Both of them are laid up in Virginia at government facilities,
awaiting the inevitable, callous call of the salvager.
All eighteen of the shipyards that were created specifically to mass-produce Liberty
ships were shut down shortly after the war ended. Some were converted to civilian
uses other than shipbuilding, because of a huge surplus in the nations’ shipbuilding
capacity after victory was achieved. Others were simply abandoned in place.
At Brunswick, the towering cranes and most of the buildings are long gone. A few
structures have been put to other commercial uses. The wooden shipways,
abandoned in place, have long ago rotted and collapsed and now lay in ruins, hidden
by the tall marsh grasses that have largely reclaimed what was once a very busy
shipyard’s waterfront.
Today, for all practical purposes, the once-bustling, exciting complexes in Panama
City and Brunswick where ladies became shipbuilders or served as ship sponsors
are mostly just memories in the minds of those who participated. Along with warm
recollections of the immense effort and record-breaking results of a vast, diverse,
successful and beneficial program the likes of which the world may never see again.
The thousands of
Libertys’ Shipbuilding Ladies
and the almost two hundred
Libertys’ Launching Ladies will
likewise dwindle in number
down to a precious few before
disappearing completely.
Ultimately, all that will
remain will be the recorded
memories of the amazing
accomplishments
of these members of
The Greatest Generation.
This is one of those stories…
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~ Postscript ~
In preparing for a job interview with JA Jones executives in 1984, I researched the
company’s history and learned of their brief, but highly successful role in building
Liberty ships during World War Two. I was already well aware of their
contributions to the Manhattan Project. I like to think that relating my past
shipbuilding experience with theirs during the interview had some influence on my
becoming one of them.
After moving to Charlotte, I was fortunate to be assigned an office near one of the
lady shipbuilders; Lenore Del Valle. Her memories and the company files were of
significant help to the historians who created a beautiful, bound book as part of the
Jones Centennial celebration in 1990. It was my pleasure to do research for them on
both Jones’ shipbuilding and atomic power history.
In 1991, a 23-foot long model of a typical Liberty ship was created at Brunswick
College; replacing the cutaway creation that had been scrapped years earlier – just
like most of the ships it represented. Built, fittingly, of steel, it was installed in a
riverside park, near where the shipyard once stood. Ted Kratt, a Jones Vice
President, and son of the yard’s General Manager appropriately represented the
company at the dedication of that very visible tribute to the shipbuilders of Georgia.
On a business trip to that area in
1992, I visited this unique, outdoor
replica and also obtained additional,
local background information about
shipbuilding there in the 1940s; a
subject that continues to fascinate
me. Some of this article’s firstperson memories were proudly
provided to me then. Other accounts
have since come my way in the form
of recent newspaper accounts
celebrating
the
Brunswick
shipbuilders’ accomplishments.
Following retirement, I expanded the centennial book’s information for a Jones’
periodical. The result was an article about the interesting service lives of several
successful Jones-built Libertys, and another about Libertys’ Ladies. With more
information and pictures now available, this updated version of Libertys’ Ladies
was the result.

Bill Lee
March 2006
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